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AS THIS YEAR'S sordid budget process approaches its bitter end, commentators are toting up the political
score. The president is said to have won on education, the Republicans on defense, and so on and so forth.
Few are asking whether the American people won or lost.

As the budget train wreck, forecast months ago, evolved into mud wrestling, it was easy to lose track of the
good news. The nation's fiscal health is the best that it has been since the 1920s. Surplus should follow
surplus until the next recession, which now appears to be far away, and both parties have pledged to use the
surplus in the Social Security trust fund to repay some of the national debt.

But plenty of bad news emerged as the debate wore on. Budget honesty, never a high priority for politicians,
reached a new low. Expenses were pushed into the first months of the next fiscal year, so true spending
growth is significantly understated.

The 2000 census, required by the Constitution of 1783, is being treated as an unforeseen emergency and so
exempted from spending caps that have disciplined the process since 1990. Congress, which usually uses the
cost estimates of its own Congressional Budge Office, embraced the estimates of the Office of Management
and Budget for individual programs wherever they were lower.

The subterfuges are more important than generally believed. The budget is the one document that
comprehensively states the nation's priorities. Dishonest budget numbers are like mistakes on a road map.
They make it difficult to know where we are going or where we have been. This year, the accounting
gimmicks are so prolific that even budget experts will get lost.

The disciplining budget rules, enacted in 1990, are another casualty of this year's process. The caps on
discretionary spending have been shredded. The pay-as-you-go rule that insisted that tax cuts or entitlement
increases be paid for with other tax increases or entitlement cuts over the budget planning horizon will be
broken. Most likely, there would be no surplus today without the end of the Cold War and some other good
fortune, but the rules helped, too, and their loss should not be taken lightly.

The collapse of the rules allowed a major increase in spending. If one cuts through the budget gimmicks, and
adds spending artificially pushed into next year to this year's totals, discretionary spending increases are
about 9 percent, the largest increase in almost 20 years. Who would have forecast six months ago that such
an increase would be approved by a conservative Republican Congress? But the results may not be apparent
for many years. It is a good bet that next year, as a pre-election Congress contemplates the fiscal 2001
budget, it will artificially push spending forward into early fiscal 2002, again hiding true spending increases.

The 1990 rules that collapsed this year are being replaced by a new disciplining commandment: "Thou shalt
not use any of the Social Security trust fund surplus to finance a deficit in the rest of government." This
means that the budgets of programs other than Social Security mustbalance.

If current Congressional Budget Office budget forecasts hold, the rule will be violated immediately. Congress
might be bailed out if current forecasts prove too pessimistic, but that is unlikely.

Still, this new rule cannot function properly in the longer run. Eventually, an unexpected economic slowdown
will lower revenue and raise entitlement spending by so much that Congress will be politically incapable of
raising taxes or cutting spending fast enough to make up for the shortfall. That is just as well, because the tax
increases and spending cuts, encouraged by the new budget rule, do not make sense when the economy is
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slowing.

Clearly, the American people should be thankful for the current, healthy fiscal situation. Recent good luck
notwithstanding, we owe the surplus to some courageous politicians who spent much of the 1980s and early
1990s curbing spending growth and raising taxes. It appears that surpluses are more difficult to deal with
honestly and efficiently than deficits. But obviously, we should try.

Honesty suffered this year, because the Congress tried to work with spending caps that were unrealistically
stringent and a pay-as-you-go rule that is not well suited to an era of surpluses.

The spending caps should be resuscitated and new spending levels should be negotiated that are fiscally
prudent and politically realistic. That is not a contradiction in terms. Caps that allow real discretionary
spending to grow, but at a rate less than the expected growth in the economy, would be prudent yet
practical. It is more difficult to design a practical pay-as-you-go rule that allows some flexibility in the use of
the surplus while barring unlimited tax cuts or entitlement increases. Expert groups have suggested options
that are too complex to be described here, but a good debate on the issue wouldbe useful.

Politicians will find it easier to be honest if they can work with sensible rules. Let us hope that there can be
some progress. Certainly, the American people deserve better than they got this year.
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